


Automech Light/Heavy Spare Parts,  
Body Parts & Accessories (After Market Parts)

Automech Body Parts is a division of Mix Max Group and is 
one of the largest Auto Body Parts Company in the region today, 
dealing in Japanese, Korean, European and American aftermarket 
Auto lamps, Body parts and Accessories. A noticeable strength of 
Automech is the extensive range of Auto lamps, Body Parts and 
accessories available for vast spectrum of vehicles of divergent.

Automech commitment in maintaining product quality and 
customer service has won scores of loyal customers in Qatar, thus 
Automech achieving the title of the market leader and largest of its 
kind in the country.

MIXMAX Group has grown with Doha, State of Qatar. Started as a small 
trading division with three individuals in 2005, the Group has since expanded 
into a large business establishment making its presence across four countries, 
with interests in over twenty diversified business verticals.  

The MIXMAX Group opened its first spare parts retail showroom  in 2007 
at Wakalath Street # 23, Industrial Area, and gradually expanded by opening 
more retail shops in different parts of Qatar. With the openings of these 
branches, the Group began to expand their business in wholesale sector too. 

Considering the overall Qatar Automobile spare parts sector, MIXMAX Auto 
Spare Parts controls a substantial share in the retail sector. With many branches 
spread across, it regarded as pioneers, since they constantly setting new 
benchmarks in the automotive industry.

About Us



 

We invested in a wide-range of technologies that allows us to 
specialize in producing superior quality aftermarket auto parts. 
We are also working on improving our quality control practices 
such as E-marks, TS-16949, ISO, 3C certificates so that we can 
continue to provide our customers with quality and reliable 
products indefinitely.

We mainly focus on manufacturing aftermarket auto lamps 
for Japanese, Korean and some American vehicles, and we also 
produce many plastic parts such as air tanks, washer tanks, spare 
tanks, fog lamp cover, mud flaps, fan, fan shroud, bumpers, 
brackets, grilles and so on. In the meantime, we are looking for 
opportunities to expand our business worldwide. We welcome any 
OEM opportunities or joint development of any product.

FPI was started out an automotive replacement parts manufacturing which 
experienced continual expansion in such ways that it extended its production 
base to a body parts plant and eventually a vertically integrated company with 
world class manufactory standards. FPI has manifested continued development 
and has been able to meet customer’s requirements.

OUR main product lines are for Japanese pick-up , truck , and passenger car , 
covering all major Japanese brands ; Toyota , Nissan , Isuzu , Mazda , Mitsubishi 
, Hino ,Honda ,Suzuki , Smart, Samsung, Daewoo Hyundai and Kia. We also 
can make tooling according to customer sample for all plastic products and 
metal stampings. WE strongly hope to develop mutually beneficial business 
cooperation with your esteemed firm, and we believe with our with customer,  
we will see an even more prosperous business in future.



As the No.1 Brand of Aftermarket in Korea, 
Speedmate supplies OE equivalent auto spare 
parts for Asian vehicles such as Korea and Japan 
to the global market. Our products are 100% 
made in Korea and mostly supplied by OE 
Manufacturers. All Speedmate auto parts are 
used in 700 Speedmate workshops in Korea and 
its quality has been proved by Korean consumers 
through being used for more than 10 years. Based 
on huge success in Korean Aftermarket, we began 
to export Speedmate auto spare parts in 2013 and 
currently supply to numerous buyers in all over 
the world.

Mix Max Group started a whole sale division of automotive 
paints at the end of 2015 association with one of leading 
manufacturer and supplier from Jordan. Owing to their industrial 
expertise and well equipped manufacturing facilities, we have 
been able to cater as assorted range of paint systems and solvents. 
We have a team of highly qualified and seasoned professionals 
with in-depth knowledge of field. The products are manufactured 
with strict conformity of international quality standards and 
undergo rigorous test before they are dispatched to the markets. 
Mix Max – GCI is the supplier choice when your project 
demands premium quality and high performance automotive 
paint system. 

DEPO Auto lights have taken the performance lighting arena by storm. 
Attractive functioning and with across the board applications, the 
headlights, tail lights, corner and bumper lights and fog lights that 
DEPO put out, really put out the quite impression. For 6 consecutive 
years, DEPO has been recognized as one of the Taiwan top 20 brands 
by international noted institution Interbrand. Moreover DEPO 
has been certified with ISO 14001:2004, ISO9001:2008, ISO/TS 
16949. Third edition and SABS. DEPO will have you signing their 
illumination prices. 

SevenEader International 
One of the leading China Manufacturer with main products: 
auto head lamp ,auto bumpers ,auto grilles ,AFTERMARKET 
AUTO PARTS ,auto spare parts ,auto body parts , Toyota auto 
spare parts , Nissan auto spare parts.



Automech Auto Body Parts & Accessories.
Tel +974 4415 7979, Mob +974 5591 7979

Wakkalath Street – Industrial Area 29, Doha -  Qatar
Email automech29@mixmax-group.com


